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ABSTRACT
In this paper we apply scale mixture of Gaussian models
to model ASAR AP data. The study has two objectives.
First: Are multivariate scale mixture of Gaussian models adequate for describing the statistics of AP data over
open sea and sea ice? Second: Does the new parameterbased feature set produced by the statistical modelling allow us to discriminate between sea and ice, and possibly
between different classes of sea ice? We will compare
our model based classification with a traditional intensity
based classification.
1.

INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of research has been devoted to
the study of the statistics of single polarisation SAR images. The Non-Gaussian nature of these signals are often
modelled using non-Rayleigh amplitude models (e.g. the
K model [1] and the RiIG model [2]). Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar data is multivariate, with a complex
2 × 2 scattering matrix representing the returned amplitude and phase of the wave reflected from the target area.
The alternating polarisation (AP) data is a subset of the
full scattering matrix, which to our knowledge has not
been statistically modelled before.
Symmetric distributions that are peaked at zero and
asymptotically fall off slower than the Gaussian are called
sparse distributions. Multivariate sparse distributions
have frequently been represented using mixture of Gaussians models, in which the non-Gaussian distribution is
modelled as a sum of several independent Gaussian distributions (each with their own mean and covariance matrix). More recently, multivariate data has been modelled
with a multivariate extension to the class of distributions
known as scale mixture of Gaussians models [3, 4], in
which case the non-Gaussian distribution is constructed
as a continuously scaled mixture of a normalised Gaussian distribution (with just one mean and normalised covariance structure). The scaling parameter itself is considered a positive random variable whose own density
distribution function governs the characteristics of the
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mixture model distribution function. The marginal distribution of the mixture can be calculated by integrating
the scaled Gaussian function over the distribution of the
scale parameter. We have previously shown that several
closed form expressions for multivariate scale mixture of
Gaussians models exist [5], and we have also developed
efficient algorithms for estimating the parameters specific
for each model [6, 7].
We have available ENVISAT data
from Forland Sundet and Isfjorden, central-west Svalbard, which
was acquired on April 24, 2004
(AO485). In addition, for ground
truth, we have optical data from The
IceCam system, installed on board
R.V. Lance, which captured images
of the surface condition by the ship every 5 minutes, together with GPS and meteorological data. The data is single look complex (SLC) processed, in-phase and quadrature signals.
The plan of this paper is to introduce the models and discuss their goodness-of-fit in section 2; discuss and interpret the modelled parametric features with regards to polarimetry and non-Gaussianity in section 3; and compare
unsupervised segmentation results with intensity based kmeans classification in section 4.
2.

MODELLING

The multidimensional scale mixture of Gaussians scheme
is expressed as
Y =µ+

√
1
ZΓ 2 X

(1)

where µ is the mean vector, Z is the positive scalar scale
parameter, Γ is the internal covariance structure matrix,
normalised such that det Γ = 1, and X is a standard
multivariate Gaussian, i.e. X ∼ N (0, I). In the case
of distributed scattering from rough surfaces in the natural environment, the in-phase and quadrature signals are
expected to, and generally do, have a mean µ of zero.
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q(y) = (y − µ)T Γ−1 (y − µ) is the squared Mahalonobis distance from the mean
Km (x) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind with order m
This scheme describes different parametric families of
distributions, depending on the scale parameter’s distribution fZ (z). Four scale mixture models, derived with
closed form expressions, are depicted in Tab. 1, including the Gaussian as a special case. All are sparse (heavy
tailed) and symmetric distributions, with a global shape
for all dimensions, but an allowable width variation described by the internal covariance structure matrix. The
Gaussian (MG) and Laplacian (ML) distributions have a
fixed shape, while the two parameter K-distribution (MK)
and normal inverse Gaussian (MNIG) distribution possess a range of shapes, both including the Gaussian as a
limiting case. The MK has been popular for describing
radar amplitude distributions, whilst the MNIG has some
theoretical links to the random walk nature of distributed
target scattering.
Statistical modelling is achieved by a local neighbourhood approach, fitting the parametric models to the collection of data points around each image location by a
fast moment-based method. We use the sample covariance and multivariate kurtosis to estimate the model parameters. Some blurring of the image is inevitable, and
typically a few hundred points, upwards from 13 × 13
pixels, are used for reasonable statistics.
To investigate the suitability of scale mixture models, we
utilised the log-likelihood function to test the goodnessof-fit of each of our four models, from which we can visualise a ’best fit’ image, colour coded to where each of the
four models had the highest goodness-of-fit score. See
Fig. 1, where Gaussian is white, Laplacian is green, MK
is red and MNIG is blue. In general, smooth surfaces
lead to more Gaussian-like data. The more textured, or
high contrast scattering targets within the resolution cell

Figure 1. Best fit map: MG (white) 49.10%; ML (green)
0.57%; MK (red) 25.95%; MNIG (blue) 24.38%.
the more non-Gaussian the data. The land, and the mixed
ice/water regions are more often best fitted by the nonGaussian distribution, whereas the open ocean, large ice
sheets and (probable) thick snow cover show a high proportion of Gaussian ’best’ fits.
Additionally, the goodness-of-fit score shows that in
many cases other distributions fit nearly as well as the
best one. In the analysis, we also indicate where each
model was a ’good’ fit or a ’poor’ fit, by a threshold of
0.5% log-likelihood score relative to the best fitted score.
These ’coverage’ figures, one for each model, particularly highlight where a model is not a very good fit to
the data statistics. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the Gaussian
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K!dist.cover: top (’ r ’) 25.95%; within 0.5% (’ m ’) 96.52%; poor fit (’ k ’) 3.48%.

Figure 2. Gaussian coverage map: best (red) 49.10%;
within 0.5% (magenta) 87.24%; poor fit (black) 12.76%.

Figure 3. K-distribution coverage: best (red) 25.95%;
within 0.5% (magenta) 96.52%; poor fit (black) 3.48%.
and K-distribution coverage maps, where red indicates
that the model was the ’best’ fit, magenta a ’good’ fit
and black a ’poor’ fit to the data. The interesting point
is that the Gaussian model is a poor fit over land, and a
large number of seemingly random spots throughout the
image, possibly due to specular reflections on the ocean
waves and from ice facets. The MK model has a more
complete coverage over the sea ice areas of interest in
this study, and only misses the highest contrast edges and
land areas. Although not included here, the Laplacian
model seemed to be the best fit at high contrast edge mixtures and point sources but poor everywhere else, while
the MNIG model was nearly as good overall as the MK,
and in fact better over land, but also suffered from the
random spots as described for the MG image.
These goodness-of-fit images indicate that a flexible scale
mixture model like the MK distribution, is well suited to
analyse radar data over sea ice, as it suitably captures the
non-Gaussian nature of textured sea ice regions.

FEATURE SPACE

The scale mixture modelling is essentially modelling the
speckle variation of radar systems and therefore the resulting parametric features should be smooth representations of the underlying media properties. The MK
modelling produces raw features of mean vector µ, normalised internal covariance matrix Γ, and two scalar parameters, generally interpreted as ’shape’ and ’width’ (although the actual width is a function of both). Scattering
theory implies that the mean vector should be zero because of the assumed uniform phase distribution over I
and Q signals and this is generally observed in the data.
Additionally, the diagonal elements of the full covariance
matrix will be the squared intensity of each polarisation,
while many of the off-diagonal elements will be zero due
to various symmetry arguments [8]. The squared intensity terms hold no phase information, and the non-zero
off-diagonal terms can potentially give phase difference
information. In theory, the only potential phase information would come from the HH, VV ASAR data sub-set,
and is particularly beneficial for distinguishing thin ice
from water [9].
For the data set used in this study, the polarisations were
VV and VH, whose cross-terms are expected to be zero,
and therefore we can gain no phase information whatsoever from this data set. Being only a 2 × 2 matrix with
zero off-diagonals, means that the determinant of the covariance matrix is just the product of the two squared
intensities. Therefore, the normalisation of Γ leads to
only one unique term, the ratio of intensities VH/VV, with
the other diagonal term being its inverse. We are therefore left with three potential parameters; that of ’shape’,
’width’ and ’polarimetric ratio’. The distribution width
corresponds to image brightness and the shape refers to
non-Gaussianity. This can be observed in the histogram
plots (Fig. 4), where, in particular, we can see that the two
covariance matrix terms, ΓV V and ΓV H , are inverses of
each other, and that the off-diagonal term, ΓV V ×V H , is
basically very small random noise.
The parameters may have quite different value ranges, be
highly non-linear and sometimes functionally dependent.
It is therefore desirable to apply some form of normalisation and use non-linear techniques. In this study we
experimentally found suitable transforms (already shown
in histogram Fig. 4 such that the features seemed more
linearly spread and seemingly independent. The histogram plots together with the resulting scatter plot, in
fact a coloured density plot, of Fig. 5, appear to show
several density centres, which we interpret as an indication distinguishing different classes of surface cover. On
these grounds we have chosen to classify our image based
upon the new feature set comprising: -log(brightness),
log(polarimetric ratio) and log(non-Gaussianity).
4.

CLASSIFICATION

The ’multi-humped’/’density centres’ appearance of the
transformed features seem quite suitable for a discrete
mixture of Gaussian clustering followed by Bayesian
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Figure 4. Histograms of each modelled feature after
transformations.
Density plots

Brightness

Figure 5. Density plot of transformed features brightness
and polarimetric ratio (VH/VV), clearly indicating several cluster centres.
maximum likelihood classification. The brightness parameter has many potentially distinguishable humps,
while the polarimetric ratio parameter shows three or four
potential types. The non-Gaussianity term does not seem
to have more than one mode, although the extreme values
of the non-Gaussianity may have physical significance to
texture and may still be useful for distinguishing classes.

Figure 6. Reference map, 8 class unsupervised (k-means,
dual intensity) classification with land mask applied.
Marked points of class confusion described in text.
The standard classification, for comparison, is a k-means
(iso-data algorithm) classification based on the two polarisation intensities (Fig. 6), presented in [10]. The authors
noted that there was still some classification confusion
with open ocean water (location 1) and fast ice in Isfjorden (2), and also still water near the ice-edge (3) and fast
ice in Forland Sundet (4).
An initial false colour plot of the three features gives
some indication of the potential classification ability (see
Fig. 7), and by manually banding the non-Gaussianity we
can see some indication of the potential importance of
non-Gaussianity in classification (Fig. 8). Observe that
much of the water and ice is Gaussian-like (dark blue)
being fairly homogeneous, whereas the mixed broken ice
and water around the ice edge shows some degree of nonGaussianity (light blue). The greatest non-Gaussianity
(yellow and brown) occurs in the mountains and particularly around the bright overlay build-up of the radar signals on the slopes facing the satellite.
A 12 class Bayesian mixture of Gaussian (BMoG) classification (figure 9) over the whole image distributes the
number of classes over land, water and ice, showing only
a few different ice types. There is clear confusion between locations 1 and 2, and also 3 and 4, as noted in
the reference classification. The classified features space
plot (Fig. 10) clearly shows that the limited number of
classes has not found the visually identifiable density centres noted in the feature density plot (Fig. 5).
By including many more classes, the Bayesian mixture
of Gaussian clustering does a better job of identifying the
different density clusters, as can be seen in the 24 class
image and feature plot of Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Now we
have much improved separation of the numbered locations and quite a lot of structure in the ice regions. There
is also very good detail on land and glaciers. There is now
sufficient detail in the feature space plot (Fig. 12) to iden-

False colour image, R=Brightness, G=Polarimetric Ratio, B=non−Gaussianity

RH Area, BMoGcluster into 12 classes, BMoG d1d2d3
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Figure 9. 12 class BMoG classification. Still some confusion between water and ice.

Figure 7.
False colour image, R=Brightness,
G=Polarimetric Ratio, B=non-Gaussianity.
Note
that the orange areas are land, the green and black are
open water, and the murky green-brown areas are ice.

Feature space, BMoG d1d2d3
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Figure 8. Non-Gaussianity, an indication of texture or
roughness as 4 bands. Interpreted as smooth (dark blue),
mixed (light blue), high-contrast (yellow) and extremely
non-Gaussian (brown).
tify certain of the density centres as specific media types.
For example, the calm fjord water is the black cluster in
the lower centre, while the open ocean water is the light
grey cluster to the left and upwards. All of the water types
are in the straight edge along the left hand side with the
green being differing grades of rough to smooth water,
and the still water (very light blue) cluster is hidden underneath. The pink and cyan clusters near the green are
(presumably) smooth solid ice regions, the large purple
region is (possibly) broken rough ice, while the reddish
circle in the middle is (possibly) cracked smooth ice pack.
The upper right clusters, and those hidden underneath are
primarily the land classifications. Please note that this
interpretation is highly uncertain and made mostly from
a few photographs from the ”IceCam” system on board
R.V. Lance, in addition to geographical considerations.

Figure 10. 12 class BMoG classified features space.
Clearly only the general clusters have been found. Note
that some layering in the non-Gaussianity dimension is
hidden in this 2-D plot.

0

The potential classification ability seems quite good, and
given plenty of good ground data could form quite a detailed classification scheme. The identification of the
’water line’ and other regions in feature space should be
physically consistent and repeatable, and could therefore
form the basis of a ice ’signature’ system for analysing
subsequent new images over sea ice. It is also vaguely
possible that the position within the feature space could
indicate physical characteristics like the ice thickness,
and texture or amount of break-up.
We also investigated using only the brightness and polarimetric ratio features without the non-Gaussianity to determine if the non-Gaussianity feature is significant. The
differences were only subtle but did perhaps help with
the distinction of still water and smooth ice, but more detailed ground data is required to really evaluate this term.
We also classified using the standard k-means algorithm,
but were not pleased with the results that seemed to simply cut up the space into roughly equal regions making
no great use of the density centres and linear structures
observed in the feature space.

RH Area, BMoGcluster into 24 classes, BMoG d1d2d3
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Figure 11. 24 class BM0G classification, with good separation of sea and ice, plus detailed structure within the
ice classes.
5.

CONCLUSION

Scale mixture of Gaussian models, and particularly the
multivariate K-distribution, were shown to be well suited
to modelling radar data. They capture both the intensity and non-Gaussian nature of the signals and are less
troubled by the occasional bright points in the data. It
must be noted that a great deal of the (satellite-borne) sea
ice image is approximately Gaussian in distribution, yet
the non-Gaussianity parameter is potentially most relevant for identifying broken/fragmented ice floes.
The polarimetric data available in this study is essentially intensity only and no phase information can be
utilised. Investigations of the intensity features revealed
many density clusters that indicate potential for image
classification and initial analysis of the the clustered image shows good sea and ice distinguishing ability. However, the quite complex class distinctions are not particularly well revealed when fitting only a small number of
clusters, as was shown in the reference paper, yet appears
to well separate the noted areas of misclassification when
fitting many more clusters. The true distinguishing ability of the analysis cannot be fully evaluated without more
thorough ground truth data.
Although the model-based features are essentially the
same as the reference intensity-based data, the feature
interpretation and addition of non-Gaussianity appear to
add value to the classification, and should be investigated
further.
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